Play-by-Play Summary (1st period)
Duke vs Clemson (10/16/2020 at Clemson, UNITED STATES)

Duke Starters:
GK  1 Puliscic, Will
DEF  2 O'Connell, Stephen
DEF  3 Frick, Matthias
DEF  4 McGarvey, Lewis
DEF  5 Lopez, Antino
FWD  7 Wright, Daniel
FWD  9 Taylor, Scotty
DEF 13 Murphy, Ian
MID  14 Stroud, Peter
MID  22 Kelly, Conor
DEF  26 Daley, Amir

Clemson Starters:
GK  1 Marks, George
DEF  3 Ågren, Oskar
DEF  4 Malou, Justin
MID  8 Johnson, Callum
FWD  9 Smith, Kimarni
MID 10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe
FWD 11 Barber, Grayson
MID 13 Martin, John
DEF 15 Asensio, Charlie
MID 20 Mayaka, Philip
FWD 25 Brighton, James

00:00    Puliscic, Will at goalie for Duke.
00:00    Marks, George at goalie for Clemson.
01:42    Shot by Tigers Brighton, James, SAVE Puliscic, Will.
02:56    Corner kick by Blue Devils [02:56].
04:34    Shot by Tigers Smith, Kimarni WIDE LEFT.
06:35    Foul on Clemson.
07:31    Foul on Duke.
08:55    Corner kick by Blue Devils [08:55].
09:26    Shot by Blue Devils Stroud, Peter BLOCKED.
13:17    Foul on Duke.
14:11    Foul on Clemson.
16:02    Shot by Tigers Barber, Grayson BLOCKED.
16:41    Shot by Tigers Smith, Kimarni WIDE LEFT.
17:43    Foul on Clemson.
19:29    Foul on Clemson.
20:00    Offside against Clemson.
20:53    GOAL by Blue Devils O'Connell, Stephen (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Taylor, Scotty, goal number 1 for season.

DUKE 1, CLEMSON 0

21:59    Foul on Duke.
23:31    Shot by Blue Devils O'Connell, Stephen, SAVE Marks, George.
25:50    Blue Devils substitution: Pariano, Nick for Taylor, Scotty.
25:50    Blue Devils substitution: Macri, Nicolas for Kelly, Conor.
28:55    Foul on Duke.
29:18    Shot by Tigers Mayaka, Philip WIDE LEFT.
29:51    Blue Devils substitution: Gardarsson, Kristofer for Wright, Daniel.
31:43    Foul on Duke.
33:05    Shot by Tigers Barber, Grayson WIDE.
33:05    GOAL by Tigers Brighton, James, Assist by Barber, Grayson, goal number 1 for season.

DUKE 1, CLEMSON 1

33:22    Tigers substitution: Reid, Isaiah for Smith, Kimarni.
33:22 Blue Devils substitution: Ramirez, Miguel for O'Connell, Stephen.
35:00 Tigers substitution: Russell, Stirling for Brighton, James.
35:29 Shot by Blue Devils Gardarsson, Kristofer, SAVE Marks, George.
36:32 Yellow card on Tigers Johnson, Callum.
37:24 Yellow card on Blue Devils Frick, Matthias.
38:03 Tigers substitution: Matlashewski, Chris for Barber, Grayson.
38:03 Blue Devils substitution: Clements, Sintayehu for Macri, Nicolas.
38:48 Yellow card on Blue Devils Daley, Amir.
41:07 Blue Devils substitution: Kerr, Cameron for Stroud, Peter.
43:45 Foul on Clemson.
43:55 Tigers substitution: Erkens, Ben for Malou, Justin.
43:55 Corner kick by Blue Devils [43:55].
44:01 Corner kick by Blue Devils [44:01].
45:00 End of period [45:00].
45:00 Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Erkens, Ben.
45:00 Blue Devils substitution: O'Connell, Stephen for Ramirez, Miguel.
45:00 Blue Devils substitution: Wright, Daniel for Gardarsson, Kristofer.
45:00 Blue Devils substitution: Stroud, Peter for Pariano, Nick.
45:00 Blue Devils substitution: Taylor, Scotty for Kerr, Cameron.
45:00 Blue Devils substitution: Kelly, Conor for Clements, Sintayehu.
45:00  Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00  For Blue Devils: #1 Pulisic, Will, #2 O’Connell, Stephen, #3 Frick, Matthias, #4 McGarvey, Lewis, #5 Lopez, Antino, #7 Wright, Daniel, #14 Stroud, Peter, #13 Murphy, Ian, #9 Taylor, Scotty, #22 Kelly, Conor, #26 Daley, Amir.
45:00  For Tigers: #1 Marks, George, #3 Ågren, Oskar, #25 Brighton, James, #17 McNeill, Quinn, #27 Reid, Isaiah, #29 Parrish, Brandon, #19 Matlashewski, Chris, #13 Martin, John, #15 Asensio, Charlie, #20 Mayaka, Philip, #24 Russell, Stirling.
45:33  Foul on Clemson.
47:03  Foul on Duke.
48:16  Foul on Duke.
49:41  Shot by Blue Devils Taylor, Scotty WIDE RIGHT.
50:34  Foul on Clemson.
50:53  Corner kick by Blue Devils [50:53],
51:56  Corner kick by Blue Devils [51:56],
52:18  Shot by Blue Devils Taylor, Scotty WIDE RIGHT.
54:53  Tigers substitution: Johnson, Callum for McNeill, Quinn.
54:53  Tigers substitution: Smith, Kimarni for Matlashewski, Chris.
54:53  Tigers substitution: Barber, Grayson for Russell, Stirling.
56:05  Foul on Duke.
56:33  Shot by Tigers Johnson, Callum BLOCKED.
58:59  Tigers substitution: Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe for Parrish, Brandon.
58:59  Blue Devils substitution: Pariano, Nick for Taylor, Scotty.
58:59  Blue Devils substitution: Macri, Nicolas for Kelly, Conor.
60:15  Foul on Clemson.
60:36  Offside against Duke.
62:43  Foul on Clemson.
62:47  Shot by Blue Devils Wright, Daniel WIDE RIGHT.
63:07  Foul on Duke.
63:46  Corner kick by Tigers [63:46],
66:04  Corner kick by Blue Devils [66:04],
66:13  Blue Devils substitution: Gardarsson, Kristofer for O’Connell, Stephen.
66:13  Blue Devils substitution: Ramirez, Miguel for Wright, Daniel.
67:50  Foul on Duke.
70:11  Foul on Clemson.
71:49  Foul on Duke.
72:43  Foul on Clemson.
73:48  Foul on Clemson.
75:58  Shot by Blue Devils Macri, Nicolas HIGH.
76:09  Tigers substitution: Matlashewski, Chris for Brighton, James.
77:09  Foul on Clemson.
79:36  Foul on Duke.
80:28  Blue Devils substitution: Taylor, Scotty for Ramirez, Miguel.
80:28  Blue Devils substitution: Wright, Daniel for Macri, Nicolas.
81:05  Foul on Clemson.
83:00  Corner kick by Blue Devils [83:00],
83:35  Shot by Blue Devils McGarvey, Lewis, SAVE Marks, George.
84:26  Foul on Clemson.
85:50  Foul on Clemson.
86:29  Foul on Duke.
86:32  Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Matlashewski, Chris.
86:32  Tigers substitution: Erkens, Ben for Reid, Isaiah.
87:19  Offside against Clemson.
87:51  Corner kick by Blue Devils [87:51].
88:25  Foul on Duke.
89:11  Shot by Blue Devils Taylor, Scotty HIGH.
89:32  Tigers substitution: Reid, Isaiah for Erkens, Ben.
90:00  End of period [90:00].
90:00  Tigers substitution: Johnson, Callum for McNeill, Quinn.
90:00  Start of OT period [90:00].
90:53  Corner kick by Tigers [90:53].
92:19  Foul on Clemson.
93:14  Foul on Clemson.
93:17  Yellow card on Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe.
93:17  Red card (fighting) on Blue Devils Daley, Amir.
93:17  Foul on Duke.
94:10  Blue Devils substitution: O'Connell, Stephen for Gardarsson, Kristofer.
95:15  Offside against Clemson.
96:15  Offside against Duke.
96:53  Shot by Tigers Barber, Grayson BLOCKED.
97:36  Foul on Clemson.
98:42  Foul on Duke.
100:00  End of period [100:00].
100:00  Blue Devils substitution: Macri, Nicolas for Taylor, Scotty.
100:00  Blue Devils substitution: for Daley, Amir.
100:00  Start of OT2 period [100:00].
100:16  GOAL by Tigers Brighton, James, Assist by Smith, Kimarni, goal number 2 for season.

DUKE 1, CLEMSON 2

100:16  End of period [100:16].

DUKE 1, CLEMSON 2